Sally/Du 7 Dev
Raskel/acid
Stewart/Randy
Marty/Randy

Icos my pleasure
my honor. (Radio
interview)

P.Wintert: Not my
circum, not my mon\nSov.
critter, critter!

Hevy smoky!

Samuel/yalped
cries in his voice

still in / price
anybody else is gonna
have to hoof it
head gear still on as usual

That's so / an out / do
accident / that it

hitting people up ...

"Way to go, buddy!"

still in pain but no,

not exactly
a hitch in (any) voice

in just.human
still young in y
but + by a woman
than she to her
what to do w.

Relic that I was
overhead and to us
wheel

in a kind of crowhop

Ye want to be a

tale Keenful in that

Said. OVER
learnin' or some 7
voy's and I happen to
include (?) readin' X
using
but not whole schmok,
I seemin' expedi'tion.
I not smear.
I jumped in
This is my business,
I name I go own.
We figured
a lot more than that
Who'd an a new
Heart pounding away

Running away from self

Don't be flip.

They're a hard lot.

You'll do.

You admired.

A-huh

...

A hard lot, no go.

Sunset

Tadpole

I'll only be a

Harley Kent.
dropped his head (toward his chest)

a few kids rising. Johnson family firstly.

They do hat this rules.

man who never done nothin' may never done nothin'.

Not them. Harvey either. He's a pocket

didn't do anything.

/ don't do anything. He

hadn't seen us.
D. "I'm sorry," preened on. to 7 be hand-tooled book.
That it so, e. or y'll sing yada love call day night in your (own) have you.
K swore & climbed in. front seat. 'Patrol car.'
Day
"cotton meal"
"Rock strawberry"
"Kelp meal"
"lemon"
"ground chili"
"wine"
"cook @ home"
"purple basil"
clothespins
baskets

Following two with a puppy lapping milk, which

Really?

Suggestion.

Story grow

We shied as coming our way, @ a boat

Braked/bite

calm - says
in an off-putting way, "Finished in $\$\n\nwasn't \frac{1}{2} \text{ cook}\n& was, relying on\nmae & cheese...\ngave it some last\nwords that raised my\ncussing vocab\n& buzzed out.
Ray
782 - 47 11
Bad that
more than sugar
come from...
who spit on '76 as a
try to clean himself for
music-making,
different tune
beat me a book
put rip beetle

Beat that!
ramble
let ya tears be
rain drops
by all indications

spokesman

you stockbrokers

Here is something

contamination

I hated this summer...

You did seem to be

in a frame of mind

which didn't make any
difference.

But it plainly did.

soul/seed

seemingly from: sleepless

7 his soul
Julie - Wheaton in Spokane

81 77 73 77

Fri Sat upper 70s

Aug 21-30 PE

pass toothpick
Damn did, /orman
needed. (Comedy, o'k) Hey
hugs has to be feed,
emotional need. -
That bitch I a cow
needs milking

Harri manly

But no woman I had
met yet, starts with my
those in my own family
seemed to mind being
called angel.
It stirred my soul, as it had no trouble fitting into the scheme of things. I was as I regarded him, into such talk. He, who had been there... up hands from seats never came close to... A wooden in around a thousand who c'fines you well - knew hard... some

basic clusters
High's car wasn't working and we were being given. Howdy - what got seeing a country, or your car? 3 cows - what spread out horses. ... other is lost in mud. But W.H. was a brindle.

Color of 00.

Won't have to tell you.

Holy wow!
Eyes shut, hands clasped peacefully in his lap, he sat spread eagle against back of pickup cab. Softly singing to himself in German,

"I'll take his place,"
I said, but Skeeter cut him short with a snare.

"Don't cry down on Smag," Skeeter handed me twice as much as..."
"1st time we ever saw you as a 5'7"t & came back w/ modern then we started w/ "Pooch..."

"We prob'ly can make a habit of it, kid."

I don't want to hear them. Don't want to hear his cussing. Gray shirt taking on moisture

Also not had been + smell.
We face contested in 

This do not agree 

Hah. RM in Bnew. 

Tell by looking. 

I can. 

It had been all bt. 

Until then, but w/ 

But won he col not 

Resist showing off a 

Little 

Gummiex 

Put in the cupboard
Lump in stomach as much brains as a cherry pit.
One, we're not allowing for trade 5k. Hey, you trying to hang in a cot. In w.
Tweezed his eyelids apart
Christmas, D, you won't trust your own mother (twin).
- ourselves in a motion, vid you.
A smile flickered
There, happy as a joker
sayin', chuckles, and ya?

He was greedy for 50.

whole sand dunes

Mound on wall - Fresh

diamond B - saddles on

pens - pia 7 giant hay

stacks - you ed hay out/putted

a soupy dip...

"Donny, you... ed place..."

"I knew, I knew, like..."

Berlin in Munich before
Hitler got ev'lt t't.
Situations you're in:

- Seeing a friend
- Being called
- Meeting new people
- Reading
- Writing

When real names

Jelly (name)
man 6 1/2  Peerless growing husky
as those whose names &
only as...

jaebada
Myntled

Keep him for a sailor?

ravaging burst
sleeping reproach but some pathetic activity over three years
...settle yu needs?

Not nearly. I close enough.

@rapier meeting. I damn it that doesn't take forever.

By him, I might.

for application to read & back to ranch by his pants and his ankles.

Are you trying to get up other eye knocked out? I y' read? I said desperately.
Dissolved

- Generally at large
- memory is quietness.

When that scan
turned white, watch out.

All the way to completion,
I wondered @ last.

Teasing...

Damn 'straight.

You said it.

in good but not fancy
cowboy boots.
"Little sweetheart (Letty says)
repeat bundle "mess"
- I try more than a " " "
MS p.3 - bow bown
" " 7-sort I got caught

Tamale - club
Whenever did you get that expression?"

" " " again"
Ellie Quin Hend

Shaw Hadley 
/ 1906 - 1909

they pleased job for me

like me? needed

I was working my
way thru his
construction, thought

silly to have it
(mypapers) when as

they kept after me
Then a fully took
in designation beneath
modeled
Amidth the back later
√ my admiring of It's
construction a page
finally fully

Staff water but came,
It said quickly,
shoulders hunched up
thousand miles shift
anty - cue
(a) day (a day/y)

written

when faced

a Lenin field of

resentments

this, that & this

quite possibly from

lights this way into

being, how come

horse racing marriage?

you have 0 of it

maybe seeing is

believing.
panic attack

smuggling -- if that was a word, it sure seemed to fit what she was up to (doing) -- took herself into his side until she was practically joined into him that distant land called romance, although they always had a more nude name for it.
A welled up, positively
cried (a stream?)
possessing only
Gaums, no teeth.

Angel, That was
a new one

Caphis passed
inclined
sort of a current thing
might find you.

Dave Young - WS Ule

J Takes a while to get here.
Seattle rain watch

322-1969

Thick dikes

Betty NES
542-8161
uningular
din-dunin

Kinnick

Please get out of hand.
I did not come here to start a world war
(lbe shooting people over a nickel-

A'right, a'right, I'll rig

up some change where you can serve up time in

Glasgow.
do us dirty.

still sweating
even to cause

my head off balance

and can unguarded

moment

Evange

vanish wears of

high faked

aren't you right as a

mouth

Mitchell Tereun
ABE.com

Patricia Britton & Stellman Keeshal
Call 459-9720
Home 285-6858

all b/fast I wanted.

Black & 2427
Janis

soul hunting denen

to mix terms
Charcoal
People love bulbs
Grill & brushes
Swatters?

More expressly send such a thing.

Seconded

Strapping (rare)
My 0.351 + 1 x more
5 mag.

God: Why is he better to me?
paper
HP 60
Fed Ex
A whole bunch of somebody like that in school, why ok it in church? Herman asked a lot

trapse

swing

seem as a silhouette

See a father or whatever it is
There is no gain my mind jumped around.
Still does, I suppose, at the inexplicable directions from work & so on.
Trying to be 12 on 13.
Back then,
'Since
Don't go there,
Carl.
Can you find me here?
Assumptions
perform on
turned intro a mushmouth

Dean J. Arena
cut my old come w/ it.

unhurriously

Hug -un printed

AOS 2462

Mark

carlsmith
tranquil

much younger

as only worthy do.

gravel voice

Otho motors

3 00, 0 for, 0 for

12 40
amounted to a fresh air evacuator operator made it by himself we handed anything yodelbee on go ho meadows monitoring 91 advice

Daniel Kehlman

No I don't know I ought to I laughed @ the rotary RAY R
(H) who brought magic into another kind of my life

37 weeks
cop out of date
as a sperm dance
adopt a mean horse

Forever worn, I'll have to think about...
die?
spark
leave
Monsella planted to hydrangea
I tried.

Where you with line
hungry gave bear

Laughed along with
w/ blink of an eye.
So looked pleased.
Johnny's Shoe Store

Birds

Squabbling

As old fashioned as old,
but is it a hayride?

Method 1

OK, maybe you're
wearing me down.

Let's fall into name
Aug 29
- 5-2-5-
Hand 1070
Cory
Th - 775 - 9812
Phone
425
528 - 65 46
This is indecipherable
impossible...

- sheets

Trickle of memory

When I look back at them, that I can scarcely believe packed so much up to my life in so short a period.
ups and downs, dog has had carried us down all way from Manure

this resembles work.

Old age is accrued capacity to endure punishment.

Some boy, eh?
P.Sound: Water, wrinkling in
No more RC chief

I'm not sure if it's was, how long the I'm sure, whatever it was, for some reason, my friend had stayed up. I'm not sure.
"Fritz, "other one?" I interjected. "Her last husband?"

Sloom came over him. When that happened, Sloom seemed to loosen. You cut loose. I don't doubt it. Or stripped by that remark.

Hummmed a little bit... at that crowd.
You're not (just) writing words on paper to me as by a song.

You can either laugh or weep (or hiss) Doesn't even much in between.

Ray Bryant, All Blues album a track he had in a very loose
chilly

K'60 i twisting d'fixts
- Keep yr nood pull
(07 ...)
-
-1 tear X. murd't o eye
00 o7 50
as long as you make
. truth

Great America

go ahead

Face, words, a) en open heart

fresh, @ me (said)
Years.

Constipation!

Thrombosis.

[Illegible]

Before surgery, an

mostly I exhale.

Not on, present.

He grunted a little

to see if it would help.
plastered smile - J. V. 2 way
no curve to get past unscathed.
F1 2051 TV 11 am 11:50
F1 2/72 tr 9:30 am 10:30
me: IOAGUK
C: BETAZB
Salli (503) 310-1290
Jenny " 305-6729
565
3-R-1969